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INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years, considerable research have been conducted in the Engine 
Titanium Consortium [1] in the study of naturally occurring hard-alpha flaws found in 
titanium alloys. One task in the Consortium is undertaking a new approach of bringing 
state-of-the-art geometrical and ultrasonic models together [2-6] to assess the 
improvements in the capabilities to detect hard-alpha inclusions, as quantified by the 
probability of detection (POD) [7-8]. 
In the past, such POD studies normally required statistical analysis of large amount of 
experimental data. However, the rare occurrence of naturally occurring hard-alpha defects 
and the infeasibility of manufacturing realistic synthetic flaws have made the data 
acquisition very difficult. To get around this obstacle, a new approach utilizes ultrasonic 
models to accurately calculate the flaw responses. These require, as input parameters, 
geometrical models containing the spatial and material descriptions of the flaws. By using 
models in such way, we are able to examine the effect of flaw morphology on the ultrasonic 
signals and to establish the maximal knowledge base from the limited naturally occurring 
flaws. Furthermore, a variety of inspection scenarios can be rapidly simulated to generate 
the necessary data for the POD evaluation. 
This approach was advanced recently, when a power failure in production caused a 
heat of titanium to contain many hard-alpha flaws whose properties were considered to be 
similar to those occasionally occurred in normal manufacturing processes [I]. This 
provided an unprecedented opportunity to gain extensive knowledge on naturally occurring 
hard-alpha defects. Since that time, various experimental data have been obtained by 
ultrasonic, metallurgical and chemical analyses to determine the detailed morphology and 
composition of these defects. Ten of the indications were chosen as representative sample 
defects for these studies. Most recently, the metallurgical sectioning of two of the ten 
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defects, namely B3W3-B and B I A W3-E, have been completed and the cross-section 
metallographic images were made available for geometrical model reconstruction. 
The current work is focused on modeling the void portions of the hard-alpha defects, 
since they usually dominate the ultrasonic responses from the defects. Based on the 
metallographic images obtained from destructive sectioning of the defects, the geometry of 
the void parts were first constructed utilizing the non-uniform rational b-spline (NURBS) 
technique. The geometrical information from the surface model was then input to the 
ultrasonic model to calculate the flaw signal predictions. For this purpose, a new numerical 
model employing the high frequency Kirchhoff approximation has been developed. In the 
new model, the void/crack surface illuminated by the ultrasonic beam is divided into 
multiple elements (facets) whose space coordinates are fully defined by the geometrical 
surface model. 
In the following, the development of the geometrical surface model and the ultrasonic 
model are first described. Examples of validation of the ultrasonic results are then 
presented using other theoretical results as well as experimental data. 
GEOMETRICAL MODELS 
In order to obtain the necessary information from the hard-alpha defects for 
geometrical reconstruction, the exact locations of the defects in the billets were first 
identified ultrasonically. Small cube blocks containing these defects were then cut off from 
the billets for destructive sectioning. The sectioning process was carried out by 
successively grinding off slices of the cube block surface at small increments. The cross 
sections after each grinding session were then photographed through an optical microscope 
to form the metallographs. These metallographs provide the main data bases for building 
the geometrical models. Fig. I shows two of the cross-section images of defect B3W3-B 
depicting the complicated geometry of the void structures. 
The geometrical reconstruction of the void components begins with the boundary 
determination procedure from the metallographic images. The process involves first 
determining the boundary of the defect regions in an image. For this, automated flaw 
region and flaw boundary extraction algorithms have been previously developed [5]. Due 
to the complexity of the void structures and the inconsistency of the metallograph quality, 
however, we found that manually tracing the defect boundary to be the most reliable 
method. NURBS techniques were then used to connect the traced boundary points to form 
a closed loop. Next, the interpolated boundary loops are re-sampled to a common number 
of line segments specified for all metallographic images. After the same boundary 
determination procedure is applied to each of the images, a three-dimensional surface 
model can be constructed by similarly interpolating through the common number of 
boundary points across each image slice. The application of NURBS enables the 
interpolation between the gaps of the existing slices as well as the extrapolation toward the 
ends of the voids where no further information are available. Ultrasonic parameters such as 
the beam size and wavelength are also considered in optimizing the processes of sectioning 
and reconstruction. Details of the reconstruction procedures can be found in Refs. 5 and 6. 
Fig. 2 depicts a surface model constructed for flaw B3W3-B, in which 15,193 
geometrical coordinates and 30,342 surface elements were utilized across II void parts. It 
appears that many of the metallographs have certain shifts in position with respect to each 
other. This problem makes considerable effort necessary to align the same void parts in 
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Figure 1. Examples ofmetallographic images for hard-alpha defect B3W3-B. Shown 
are images 6 and 7 out of total 14 . 
- 800 mils 
Figure 2. Geometrical model reconstruction of the void parts in hard-alpha defect 
B3W3-B. 
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adjacent images. This task tums out to be quite involved and difficult given the rapid 
changes of the void shape and location across the images. 
Fig. 3 shows three example images of the aligned metallographs for the second flaw 
B I AW3-E. The corresponding model reconstruction is given in Fig. 4 showing two thin, 
elongated void regions. 
After the geometrical surface model is created, a global beam tracking routine needs 
to be performed so that proper coordinate information of the illuminated defect surface can 
be passed onto the ultrasonic models. The objective here is to determine which facets on 
the surface of the model would be illuminated with how much incident amplitude, given a 
source (beam) origin, area covered by the source (beam radius), and the direction in which 
the beam is propagating. Fig. 5 demonstrates on such beam tracking analysis done on one 
of the void parts, where the beam coverage (size) of the flaw, as indicated by the central 
white region, has been reduced for illustration purpose. 
ULTRASONIC MODELS 
Following our previous ultrasonic model development [2-4], the new void model is 
also derived from the Thompson-Gray measurement framework [9] and the Auld's 
reciprocity formulation [10]. The high-frequency Kirchhoff approximation is employed 
here to simplify the theoretical complexity and hence increase the computation speed while 
maintain sufficient accuracy. The unique feature of this approach is that rf waveforms (A-
scans) are calculated directly and can be compared with the actual measurement on an 
absolute level. 
In the frequency domain, the symbolic form of the general Kirchhoff model can be 
expressed as [2] 
spectral component incident 
[
probe 1 [ R & T 1 2 
[ .] oc: efficiency coefficient JJ [ .] dA of flaw Signal . wave field factor and others III surface 
where the probe efficiency factor is a measure of the system response and can be obtained 
from a separate reference experiment. R & T refer to reflection and transmission at the 
media interface. The incident wave field amplitudes and phases are calculated by a Gauss-
Hermite beam model [11]. 
Under the high frequency Kirchhoff assumption, only the portions being illuminated 
by the ultrasonic beam contribute to the flaw response. This is indicated by the "lit surface" 
in the double surface integral ofEq. (1). When plane-wave illumination and simple flaw 
geometry such as an elliptical crack or an ellipsoidal void are considered, analytic solutions 
to the surface integral are available. In dealing with finite-beam effect and/or complex flaw 
geometry, however, the integration has to be accomplished numerically [2]. For the latter 
case involving the intricate void components of the natural hard-alpha defects, detailed 
geometrical information of the reflecting surface are required. By way of geometrical 
modeling, as was described in last section, complete parameterization of the void surface 
has been established. In our current implementation, the geometrical information is given 
in terms of triangular element (facet) connections and the corresponding nodal coordinates. 
Using the geometrical information, we can proceed to compute the local contributions to 
the integral in each facet. The total surface integration is then the sum of contributions 
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(1) 
Figure 3. Examples ofmetallographic images for hard-alpha defect BIAW3-E. Shown are 
images 2 through 4 out of total 6 . 
-94 rolls 
Figure 4. Geometrical model reconstruction of the void parts in hard-alpha defect B 1 A W3-E. 
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Figure 5. Example of flaw illumination by ultrasonic beam. 
from all facets. Here we adopt a simple scheme, which numerically resembles the mean-
value theorem, with the centroid points of the facets used to approximate the mean-value 
locations. This integration procedure is summarized below: 
[ incident ]2 tolal lit facets [inCident wave field ]2 If dA == L [area of facet i] 
!itsurface wave field i=1 at centroid of facet i 
Our numerical experience has shown that Eq. (2) gives a stable result when the proper ratio 
between wavelength and facet size is maintained. 
This new multi-facet void model has been validated on the case of spherical void 
under plane-wave illumination for which, as was noted previously, an analytic solution 
known as plane-wave Kirchhoff model is available. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the on-
axis peak amplitude profile between the two models for a 5mm diameter spherical void 
located at various depths and illuminated by a 10 MHz immersion planar transducer with a 
fixed waterpath. Overall good agreement is clearly seen. It is also observed that the 
agreement improves as the void depth increases toward the far-field region, because the 
accuracy of plane-wave Kirchhoff model increases as well. 
The performance of the multi-facet Kirchhoff model is also quite encouraging when 
put into real test on the naturally occurring hard-alpha defects. Prior to the destructive 
sectioning, experimental scan data were obtained from the defect cube blocks by using a 5 
MHz spherically focused transducer of 1" diameter, 8.4" focal length. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) 
display the comparison of C-scan images between the model simulation and experiment 
obtained from one side of B3W3-B cube block at 0.7 cm focal depth. The experimental 
image sizes are 101 (horizontal) by 33 (vertical) with scan increment of 10 mils. The 
model image was computed originally for a grid of 26 (H) by 9 (V) at 40 mils increment 
and was further bi-interpolated to IOI(H) by 33 (V) at 10 mils for comparison purpose. For 
the original 26 by 9 model-simulated scan position, the beam tracking routine was executed 
to determine the lit facets within the beam coverage. At each scan position, the illuminated 
facets on the flaw surface model were indexed and their geometrical coordinates were used 
as the input to drive the multi-facet Kirchhoff model calculations. It is evident that the 
shape and orientation of the experimental C-scan images are in good agreement with the 
geometrical model. The peak-peak amplitude of the model C-scan image is 188% of the 
experimental counterpart, achieving an accuracy level of 5.5 dB. Experimental C-scan 
image of 151(H) by 121(V) at 10 mils increment was also taken from one side of the 
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Figure 6. Model comparison between multi-facet Kirchhoff model and plane-wave 
Kirchhoff model for the on-axis peak amplitudes of a spherical void at different depths 
under plane-wave illumination. 
8(a)). Significant microstructure surrounding the central flaw region can also be seen from 
the C-scan image. The model calculation was performed for a 20(H) by 12(V) grid and 
then expanded to the same size and resolution as the experiment for comparison (Fig. 8(b)). 
In this case, the peak amplitude of model image is 55% of the experimental value, also 
giving a commendable -5.1 dB accuracy. Since the maximum size of BIAW3-E's void 
portion is only 94 mils , no detailed flaw structure can be resolved from either experimental 
or model images scanned at 5MHz. 
There are many possible causes of the ± 5 dB disagreement between the theory and 
experiment. One known source of error is in the alignment of the micrographs as noted 
previously. Also included are errors in the geometrical and ultrasonic model results and the 
errors in the ultrasonic experimental data themselves. Further careful work will be required 
to determine their relative contributions. However, at this point, the uncertainty is 
comparable to the reproducibility of typical industrial measurements (about ± 3 dB) and 
the results are most encouraging. 
Figure 7. Experimental (a) and model-simulated (b) C-scan images for B3W3-B cube 
block. 
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